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Details of how appeals for this summer’s exam grades in Wales will work have been delayed following concerns from schools and colleges. The appeals process policy was due to be published on Thursday ...
Publication of Wales' exam appeals policy delayed as students fear results will be unfair
If you're always having the memory of a goldfish, try these easy memory hacks like using visuals, rhymes or brain-training apps.
8 Science-Backed Ways To Hack Your Brain To Remember Stuff, So You Can Win At Exams Or Life
IMC Education ( Sri Lanka’s undisputed leader in Overseas Medical student Placements to world’s leading Medical Universities across Europe, Eastern Europe and Asia is inviting applicants to apply for ...
Applications for MBBS/MD & Pre-Medicine is Now On
Higher levels of omega-3 track with longer telomeres, lower inflammation, and blunted sympathetic and cardiovascular stress reactivity. Whether omega-3 supplementation alters the stress responsivity ...
Omega-3 supplementation and stress reactivity of cellular aging biomarkers: an ancillary substudy of a randomized, controlled trial in midlife adults
The Class of 2020 shares their tips for effective revision, from ‘practice makes perfect’ to staying organised ...
Stay on top of your coursework: IB study tips from students who scored 45 points
Critical early steps in human embryonic development include polarization of the inner cell mass, followed by formation of an expanded lumen that will become the epiblast cavity. Recently described ...
Spatially resolved cell polarity proteomics of a human epiblast model
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) has announced the results of its latest examinations that were held in March, ...
After Zara Naeem, More Pakistani ACCA Students Score Highest Marks in the World
Emeritus Professor Michael Abiola Omolewa turned 80 recently. The professor whose career span at the University of Ibadan stands out, was once Nigeria’s Ambassador and Permanent Delegate to UNESCO.
OMOLEWA at 80: I ran to Pastor Adeboye for divine help as Ambassador to UNESCO
The vast majority of Leaving Cert students are opting to sit written exam papers in June in addition to receiving accredited grades. It follows a Government decision earlier this year to give students ...
Most Leaving Cert students opt to sit written exams in June
For those who are in the early part of their careers, achieving work-life balance is difficult with high expectations in the clinical and research aspects for academic positions or expectations in ...
Clinician Well-Being: Thoughts From an Early Career Cardiologist
Pressure on capacity in ophthalmology alongside the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic led to the development of the COVID-19 Urgent Eyecare Service (CUES), allowing patients to receive a prompt ...
Evaluation of the Manchester COVID-19 Urgent Eyecare Service (CUES)
A study reported in the journal Current Biology has both good news and bad news for the future of African elephants. While about 18 million square kilometers of Africa — an area bigger than the whole ...
Good News and Bad News for African Elephants: Range Is Just 17% of What It Could Be
Hawaii and then Michigan Excerpted from the memoirs of Senior DIG Edward Gunawardena Sometime in 1967 when I was the Assistant Director of Police Training I came across a notice in the newspapers ...
The Fulbright Scholar – Taking wing to the U.S.
Kevin Conway, PhD, Staff Scientist kevin.conway@nih.gov Kevin P. Conway, PhD, is a Staff Scientist in GEB-SDGE, where he provides scientific direction and oversight for the research program. Dr.
Branch Chief and Staff
With educational institutions shut for over a year, how does the future of education look in a Covid-altered world? Is the idea of a university as a physical space under threat? A panel of experts wei ...
‘We have to relook and reimagine the way our schools run… so that children don’t get lost in cyberspace’
Glasgow International, one of the UK's largest and most influential visual arts festivals, has announced details of its ninth edition, which will take place across the city from 11 – 27 June 2021.
Glasgow International Announces Details Of 2021 Programme
Andy Irvine, “Old Dog, Long Road, Vol. 2” • When Irvine released “Old Dog, Long Road, Vol. 1” two years ago, he suggested the possibility of a follow-up: “If this album is well received,” he wrote in ...
‘A clatter more’ from Andy Irvine
Future hearings at the Workplace Relations Commission will have to held in public and witnesses will have to swear an oath or affirmation following a Supreme Court ruling confirmed today.
Court rules future hearings at WRC to be held in public
Dr. Dhamodharan of Aid India is a former child labourer who worked in brick kilns. Today he has a PhD on Irular tribe education.
Former TN Child Labourer Earns His PhD and Educates Kids of a Deprived Tribe
The brand new single from the veteran musicians is peppered with playful observations from Noonan’s wandering mind, and subtle, deep-house production from Daithí. ANIM, 'Count To Ten' ANIM – one of ...
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